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Directions: Take a few minutes to read the article below either online (or on the back of 
this page.) Write responses to the statements or questions below. Cut/copy/paste is not 
allowed – use your own words and thoughts, based in research if needed.

Read more: http://www.meteorologynews.com/2009/06/06/new-cloud-type-discovered-
undulus-asperatus/

Fact-finding: List three facts that you learned in this article. 

1.

2.

3.

Vocabulary: List and define three unfamiliar words in the space below.

Implications: What are your feelings about this “discovery”? Express your feelings 
(tactfully) about whether this is an advancement of science or a bad idea.



New Cloud Type Discovered: ‘Undulus 
Asperatus’
(METEOROLOGYNEWS.com) In the first new cloud type to be officially designated in 
over 50 years, members of the Cloud Appreciation Society are pushing for official 
recognition of the undulating, ominous-appearing clouds.

Turbulent motions between differing air masses create undulating clouds as seen over 
rural Kansas in the early morning hours of April 28, 2006. Meteorologists are proposing 
these clouds be designated as the first new cloud type to be named in over 50 years: 
Undulus Asperatus.

The Cloud Appreciation Society has designated the clouds as “Undulus Asperatus” or 
alternatively, “Undulatus Asperatus.”Â   The Latin term translates loosely as “turbulent 
undulation.”Â   Such clouds are relatively rare, but have been photographed in several 
areas around the world.



Turbulent motions between differing air masses create undulating clouds as seen over 
rural Kansas in the early morning hours of April 28, 2006. Meteorologists are proposing 
these clouds be designated as the first new cloud type to be named in over 50 years: 
Undulus Asperatus.

The ominous-looking clouds have been particularly common in the Plains states of the 
United States, often during the morning or midday hours following convective 
thunderstorm activity.Â  These clouds are not considered a precursor to severe weather, 
rather appear to form following rain or thunderstorm activity.

Jane Wiggins of Cedar Rapids, Iowa recently captured several spectacular images of the 
new cloud type as viewed from a downtown office building.Â   Several of her images 
have recently been published by National Geographic Magazine – an honor which 
Wiggins does not take lightly.

This turbulently undulating cloud photographed over Cedar Rapids Iowa may soon be 
designated as the first new cloud type named in over 50 years: Undulus Asperatus. 
Source: Jane Wiggins
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“It is a bit like looking at the surface of a choppy sea from below,” said Gavin Pretor-
Pinney, founder of the Cloud Appreciation Society, who first identified the asperatus 
cloud from photographs that were being sent in by members of the society.

“We try to identify and classify all of the images of clouds we get in, but there were 
some that just didn’t seem to fit in any of the other categories, so I began to think it 
might be a unique type of cloud.
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“The underside of the clouds are quite rough and choppy. It looks very stormy, but 
some of the reports we have been getting suggest that they tend to break up without 
actually turning into a storm.”

The Royal Meteorological Society is now gathering detailed weather data for the days 
and locations where the asperatus clouds have been seen in an attempt to understand 
exactly what is causing them.


